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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

2 2 2 2 1 1 1 4 4 2

Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20

2 2 3 4 3 1 4 1 3 2

Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28

3 3 4 4 2 1 2 2

29 A. The population of plant L will decrease because plant F will block sunlight from
passing through so plant L will have less sunlight for photosynthesis and will die.

B. (i) Plant L provides shelter / protection against predators.
(ii) Plant L provides organism G with oxygen.

C. - Downward trend
- Must end at the same time as plant L graph
- Must label

30 A. S is both a predator and prey. S eats L and is eaten by X.
B. There will be more X to feed on S so less S to feed on the rice plant and L so

there is more L to feed on the rice plant.

31 A. (i) Blood provides food for organism G
(ii) Organism G can hide from its predators and will not be spotted and eaten.

B. Organism G feed on the blood in the gills leading to less blood for gaseous
exchange / Organism G reduces the exposed surface area of the gills (to the
surrounding water) for gaseous exchange.



35c Use a heavier hammer / hammer with greater mass.

36 a. To find out how the length of the stretched rubber band affects the distance
travelled by the paper bullet.

b. (elastic) potential energy to kinetic energy to kinetic energy
c. (i) He can pull (stretch) the rubber band backwards more

(ii) He can use a lighter paper bullet.
d. All the kinetic energy of the paper bullet is converted to heat and sound energy.

37 a. Spring X. X extends more when the same mass was added.
b. Spring / block / pan / setup does not move when the measurement / reading /

observation was made.
c. CHOICE: R

DATA: Less mass stretched the spring less
EXPLAIN: Less mass exerted less gravitational force (on the pan)

38

a.




